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Yours Accidentally
Cinderella may have met her Prince Charming at the Ball, but Mia was no Cinderella, and Chad was no Prince Charming. Mia Fletcher is a mousy, nerdy, school teacher who is once again
dateless for Valentine's Day. At the prompting from her co-worker, she agrees to ditch her clich life, put on a party dress, and head for the Valentine Blind-Date Ball at the country club.What
she didn't agree to when she signed on was meeting the very infuriating Chad Belmont. Willing to do anything to get out of a family obligation, Chad tells his friend he plans to marry the next
woman he meets, and his friend takes him up on that dare until a simply party-game glitch gives them both more than they bargained for.
Confession: Hayley's in another sticky situation . . .Hayley and her little sister, Chloe, have just moved into their grandmother's house with their mom, who recently divorced their dad and now
runs the family's tea shop. With her knack for baking, Hayley helps out too, but her newfound talent seems to have cost her her best friend, Artie. Now Hayley's crushing on someone who
might just be Artie's new boyfriend. This mess really takes the cake!
Hayley finds herself overwhelmed when her family gets a puppy that isn't housebroken, she begins attending a new school, and the wedding cake she has been asked to make for her
grandmother's big day isn't turning out as planned.
What if the proud, arrogant Fitzwilliam Darcy of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice never changed after his disastrous proposal to Elizabeth Bennet at Hunsford? What if the humbled man who
successfully courted her was not the same man?Worlds collide and time shifts when two men fall in love with the same woman in this Christian fantasy fiction romance.The chapters alternate
between 1795 and 2013-14, each time period with its own Darcy, one descended from the other. Reader Diana Oaks said, "Reading this is a bit like eating something that mixes sweet and
bitter - like French Vanilla Ice Cream with a bitter Dark Chocolate topping. I'm enjoying both, but the intermingling of the two does interesting things in the palette of my mind."
Confession: Breaking up with my best friend is harder than I thought. . . .Hayley, her little sister, Chloe, and their mom have finally settled into their new home above their Gran's tea shop. But
things at school aren't so peachy. Hayley's former best friend, Artie, is back in the picture and getting between Hayley and her new pal Meghan. Artie and Meghan are like oil and water -- they
just don't mix! This looks like another recipe for disaster!
When it comes to Máax, the God of Truth who refuses to follow the rules, there's more to him than meets the eye. Literally. Because Maáx is invisible! Which is probably why, after seventythousand years, he's still unable to find a mate. Ashli Rosewood was never meant to die. In fact, her death might be the very reason the gods are now faced with stopping that pesky
doomsday right around the corner. If only there was a way to undo the past. Cue Máax. Seven feet of divine masculinity and the unruly god charged with saving Ashli. With a little help from an
ancient Mayan tablet, Máax will travel back in time and set things right. Easy, right? Wrong. Because Máax has one teensy challenge. He's invisible. And every time this impatient, powerful
deity gets anywhere near Ashli, he spooks her right into harm's way. Meaning...she dies, and he has to start all over again. Cliff, banana peel, runaway storage container filled with Belgian
chocolates, bee sting, the list goes on and on. Does the Universe have it out for this girl? Sure seems that way. But why? And what will Máax do when he begins to suspect that not only is
Ashli the key to stopping the apocalypse, but she may be "the one" he's been waiting seventy-thousand years for. How will he save the one woman the Universe insists on killing and who
wants nothing to do with him? Approx. 85,000 words. The Accidentally Yours Series BOOK 1: Accidentally in Love with...a God? BOOK 2: Accidentally Married to...a Vampire? BOOK 3: Sun
God Seeks...Surrogate? BOOK 3.5: Accidentally...Evil? (a Novella) BOOK 4: Vampires Need Not...Apply? BOOK 4.5: Accidentally...Cimil? (a Novella) BOOK 5: Accidentally...Over?
Cammie has had one hell of a night. Her long-time abusive boyfriend pushed her to the limits and then a freaking wolf hit her car. While clutching a bag of frozen peas to her swollen eye she
manages to rescue the animal and make it home. But what's she do with it after that? Ian can't believe his luck. After a stupid decision he's been run out of every shifter territory he's entered.
Hoping Coyote Bluff would be different seems to have been his downfall. After a bunch of coyotes chase him through the night he finds himself being coddled by a tempting woman. His canine
half is already in love with her. Cammie's ex comes calling, Ian's found out by the local Alpha and the town seems bent on keeping them apart. Can they fight against everyone at once to find
happiness together? Better question would be will Cammie accept Ian once he admits to being the wolf she so readily confided in and nursed back to health?

Trapped for decades, a powerful god seeks freedom . . . and revenge. But the only thing that can save him is the passion of a woman's touch . . . Emma Keane is your average
city girl trying to get a date. There's just one thing holding her back: the disembodied male voice speaking to her through her mind. Sound kind of crazy? Maybe. But crazy turns
downright deadly when the voice persuades her to travel to the wilds of the Mayan jungle. There she will free his body-his incredibly hot, muscled, naked body. Humans are so
frail, so undisciplined, so susceptible to love. And when this ancient being connects with Emma, the feelings she sparks drive him utterly mad. Protective, keep-her-close, neverlet-her-go kind of mad. Which might not be such a bad thing because from the moment the beautiful, passionate Emma unshackles his body, they are hunted at every turn. Now
he'll have to do everything in his power to keep her safe. But will it be enough? The Accidentally Yours Series BOOK 1: Accidentally in Love with...a God? BOOK 2: Accidentally
Married to...a Vampire? BOOK 3: Sun God Seeks...Surrogate? BOOK 3.5: Accidentally...Evil? (a Novella) BOOK 4: Vampires Need Not...Apply? BOOK 4.5: Accidentally...Cimil?
(a Novella) (Coming in January 2014) BOOK 5: Accidentally...Over? (Coming in August 2014)
One act.
This is book 2 in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling paranormal romance Accidentally Yours series. "If you love her, set her free. If she comes back, she's yours. If
she doesn't...Christ! Stubborn woman! Hunt her down, and bring her the hell back; she's still yours according to vampire law." - Niccolo DiConti, General of the Vampire Queen's
Army. After a three-century "time out," legendary vampire Niccolo DiConti vows to fulfill an ancient prophecy and, along the way, defeat the demented queen of the damned. All
he has to do is find his human mate, seduce her into agreeing to become a vampire, and bond her to him forever. Luckily, he's handsome, charming, and mind-blowing in bed.
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How hard could this be? On vacation in sultry Mexico, biologist Helena Strauss makes the discovery of a lifetime when she meets Niccolo-and finds herself caught in a world of
supernatural secrets and dangerous delights. Even more shocking is that he seems to know everything about her and claims her as his true immortal companion. Sure, she can't
take her eyes-or mouth-off this gorgeous, perfect being. But can a hot-blooded gal like her really settle down with a cold-hearted vampire? 90,000 words The Accidentally Yours
Series BOOK 1: Accidentally in Love with...a God? BOOK 2: Accidentally Married to...a Vampire? BOOK 3: Sun God Seeks...Surrogate? BOOK 3.5: Accidentally...Evil? (a
Novella) BOOK 4: Vampires Need Not...Apply? BOOK 4.5: Accidentally...Cimil? (a Novella) (Coming in January 2014) BOOK 5: Accidentally...Over? (Coming in August 2014)
Two worlds . . . Two centuries . . . Two men who love the same woman . . . Two prayers fervent enough to shift time . . . Endless questions and possibilities . . . What would a
man give for a second chance at love? What would he sacrifice to keep it? What if the proud, arrogant Fitzwilliam Darcy of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice never changed
after his disastrous proposal to Elizabeth Bennet at Hunsford? What if the humbled man who successfully courted her was not the same Mr. Darcy? In Accidentally Yours, Book 1
of the Yours by Design Christian fantasy romance series, worlds collide and time shifts when two men fall in love with the same woman. Reader Diana Oaks said, "Reading this is
a bit like eating something that mixes sweet and bitter - like French Vanilla Ice Cream with a bitter Dark Chocolate topping. I'm enjoying both, but the intermingling of the two does
interesting things in the palette of my mind." Two Darcys are better than one.
FBI agent Max Calder is working undercover to bring down a Russian Mafia ring, which is running an elaborate scam staging accidents and bilking insurance companies. He's
disguised as a Russian immigrant, Anatoly Kuzmina, and has successfully—or so he hopes—infiltrated the group. Gaby Peris, an attractive widow, inadvertently ends up in the
middle of one of these accidents. Is she an innocent victim or part of the scam? Does she know who he really is? Max has to find out—because he's starting to fall for her and fall
hard.
Accidents and Catastrophes Follow Sonny Chapin… So falling off a mountain, straight into the arms of the man of her dreams, wasn't all that unusual. Knowing her luck, however,
she feared it was too good to be true. It was. Because Trace Whittington was gorgeous and funny and sexy and just as much in love with her. Wrong. He was her enemy! His
family had destroyed her father's business. But now to save everyone's neck, she had to work with him. And the old saying about loving your enemy suddenly took on a whole
new meaning…. "Valerie Kirkwood has one of the freshest, wittiest voices to come along in years." —Teresa Medeiros
CEO Eli Lockwood is in over his head. Running his multi-million dollar empire? No problem. Relating to his rebellious little sister who has been entrusted to his care? That's a
different story. And it's just his rotten luck that the only woman who doesn't seem to have trouble connecting with the kid is the one who wants to splash his life all over the
newspapers. The entirely too tempting reporter is a complication he doesn't need. Too bad his heart--and his body--can't seem to get the message. Aria Simons is one big scoop
away from the promotion of a lifetime. Eli and his new property development in the idyllic small town of Itirangi is exactly the story she needs. So when he offers her an exclusive
in exchange for her help with his sister, she doesn't hesitate. Now all she'll have to do is learn how to ignore her overwhelming attraction to the cocky mogul. But when one night
of passion leads to a very unexpected consequence, Aria and Eli will need to figure out if they can overcome all that stands between them and make room in their hearts for each
other--plus one...
Amy Flowers is starting seventh grade at a new school, the exclusive Allington Academy, but in order to fit in, she has to get on the right side of the League, the clique that controls the school,
and its mean leader, Fiona.
He's a protective alpha. He's mysterious. He's super-sexy. And, he's all hers. She's attracted to her complete opposite. Intrigue and heists. Priceless artifacts. A winning night in Vegas. She
wakes up married. To a mercenary. Twists and turns to raise your temperature and your pulse in books 1 through 6 of the Accidental Series! Book 1 - Accidental Protector Book 2 - Accidental
Marriage Book 3 - Accidental Lovers Book 4 - Accidental Engagement Book 5 - Accidental Happiness Book 6 - Accidental Feelings Publisher's Note: This is a steamy contemporary romance
complete series with HEA.
All I wanted was a baby. Simple, right?The plan was to get sperm and have a baby.Sometimes plans don't always go how we expect them to.I didn't know one phone call could change my
life,I didn't know the deep voice on the other end would be the man I would end up with for the rest of my life.One mix up at the sperm bank and I am now stuck with a man who I have never
met before.Someone who I have never had sex with, but I'm carrying his baby.Sometimes accidents happen for a reason, right?
Kerri Sullivan approaches billionaire Nathan King for funds to support the lab that is looking for a cure to her son's disease, which took Nathan's son's life.
When a stranger in danger called his phone, Ian's first instinct was to hang up and run away, but he was tired of being scared. Against his better judgment, he ran toward danger and met the
man who would change his whole life in ways he never expected. After a lifetime of suffering from anxiety and panic attacks, he's met somebody who makes him want to get out and embrace
the world again. He's beginning to believe in destiny and love again. The only problem is, he's not gay, and Josh definitely is.When Josh dialed the wrong number, he was pretty sure that his
blunder would cost him his life. The last thing he was expecting was to be rescued by some kid and his dog, but now Ian and Friendly have become the center of his world, and he doesn't
want it any other way. He's got some dark secrets of his own, and watching Ian battle his fears to live in the light makes it impossible for him to not fall in love. Even if they can't be lovers, they
are definitely more than friends.As they grow closer Ian begins to wonder if allowing himself to fall in love with Josh might be just what the doctor ordered but can Josh love him despite the
dark past that still cripples him to this day. Please Note: This book contains adult language and steamy adult activities, it is intended for 18+ Adults Only. Novel, approximately 33,000 words in
length. HEA (happy ever after ending). Does not end with a "cliffhanger." Themes includes: Stranger Danger, Courage, Falling in Love, Hidden Past, Friends to Lovers
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A novella from New York Times bestseller, Mimi Jean Pamfiloff. (Book 4.5 of The Accidentally Yours Series. Original release date, 2013) DO A POWERFUL KING AND A CRAZY GODDESS
STAND A CHANCE? Meet Cimil. Yeah, she's the Goddess of the Underworld, harbinger of all things evil and deadly, yadda yadda . . . but she's also crazy fun! While minding her own
business in Giza, Egypt, around 3000 BC (give or take a few centuries), she spots the hottest mortal her immortal eyes have ever seen. And he's not just any guy--he's the strong, powerful
pharaoh. But when he kills her pet unicorn, Cimil vows revenge, even if takes thousands of years to get even. When Roberto meets Cimil, the king knows she's his soul mate. It isn't just her
beautiful eyes or gorgeous body, but the godly power he feels simmering just beneath her fun-loving surface. They were the perfect couple . . . until the dead unicorn thing. Now after four
thousand years, Roberto crosses paths with Cimil again, and his love for her is stronger than ever. But can he prove that he can once again be trusted with her heart?
This is book 4 in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling Accidentally Yours paranormal romance series. Meet Dr. Antonio Acero. Heir to Spain's wealthiest family, world-renowned
physicist, and dedicated bachelor. While on vacation in southern Mexico, Antonio discovers an ancient Mayan tablet. Local legends say it contains magical properties, properties that could put
his stalling research on the map. But is this really his lucky break? When Antonio attempts to put the tablet to use, he'll discover that Fate has other plans. Her name is Ixtab, and she's quite
possibly the deadliest deity who ever lived. Approx. 85,000 words. The Accidentally Yours Series BOOK 1: Accidentally in Love with...a God? BOOK 2: Accidentally Married to...a Vampire?
BOOK 3: Sun God Seeks...Surrogate? BOOK 3.5: Accidentally...Evil? (a Novella) BOOK 4: Vampires Need Not...Apply? BOOK 4.5: Accidentally...Cimil? (a Novella) (Coming in January 2014)
BOOK 5: Accidentally...Over? (Coming in August 2014)
Randi, a college student earning her doctoral degree, and working full-time at a diner meets the love of her life unexpectedly. RIck, the paramedic from the night of the car accident is totally
head-over-heels in love with Randi and helps her to see that they could be happy together. Unfortunately Randi has a secret from her past that threatens to ruin their future. Can Randi share
her past with Rick and help him understand? Can their love survive the conflict her secret will bring? Join Randi as she learns about love, and navigates her way through life's ups and downs.
Accidentally YoursWheeler Publishing, Incorporated
Gaby is an immigration lawyer in the city of San Diego. One fateful day, an array of seemingly random incidents happen and suddenly she finds herself face-to-face with Anatoly, a member of
the Russian mafia. With her instincts screaming at her to stay as far away from him as possible and her heart fluttering at the sight of him, Gaby is confused as to what she should do when
Anatoly makes his feelings known to her.
The delicious conclusion to a funny and heartwarming series! Hayley's family's tea shop is abuzz with some great news: Gran's getting married! It looks like Hayley's in charge of making the
best wedding cake ever, and that will be . . . well, a piece of cake! Now that Hayley's mom is getting serious with her new boyfriend and Hayley's dad is acting like a parent again, everything
seems to be falling into place. But will there be a happy ending for Hayley?
Accidentally Yours is a chaotic collection of short stories, essays, and poems by Joan H. Young. This collection includes a wide variety of genres and styles of writing. Young's personal forté is
to be diverse. Therefore, the apparent theme is that these stories, poems, and essays all came from her chaotic mind. Most any entry will be different in tone from the previous one. If you have
just had a warm fuzzy moment, prepare to be disturbed. If you were creeped out by a poem, the next story may be more hopeful.
Confession: My life is soooo not sprinkles and sunshine...Hayley's world is far from perfect: Her parents have divorced, her mom has lost her job, and she and her sister Chloe are stuck
sharing a bedroom in their grandmother's apartment. Luckily, Hayley has a knack for baking cupcakes -- and cupcakes always make life just a little sweeter! But when she and her best friend
Artie start drifting apart, she realizes that it's going to take more than sugar and spice to make things nice.
FBI agent Max Calder is working undercover to bring down a Russian Mafia ring, which is running an elaborate scam staging accidents and bilking insurance companies.
He’s big-city successful. She’s small-town sweet. But thanks to one reckless night of passion, these opposites are about to become family. With her professional reputation in tatters,
journalist Aria Simons needs to get back on track. A promotion at her local paper is just the way to do it. She can’t afford distractions—especially not handsome ones like Eli Lockwood. But his
plans for a development in her idyllic hometown might be exactly the scoop she’s seeking. Eli never expected to end up stuck in a tiny lakeside town in the middle of nowhere with his
rebellious teen sister. Unfortunately, the only person who can handle the girl is a reporter looking for an exclusive. They strike a deal, but it doesn’t take long before he can’t get the vivacious
woman out of his mind. When one hot night at the beach has lasting consequences, will Aria fight for her ready-made family, or will Eli’s empty childhood make him shut her out…for her own
good?
An Accidentally Yours Novella The God of Male Virility Has Never Had a Date . . . Until Now "Make no mistake, I am not the sort of god who enjoys playing games. When I return, you will tell
me everything-who and what you are-then we shall spend the evening making love." When Maggie O'Hare hears those words she thinks she's lost her mind. One minute she was traipsing
around the Mayan jungle looking for her father's excavation site; the next she's accused of being immortal by a guy who swears he's a god. And as for the making love part . . . well, the fact
that it sounds like a very good idea is a sure sign she's gone mad. But this guy who calls himself the God of Virility-he's superhot. And every time he touches her, something crazy happens.
Backlum Chaam has waited seventy thousand years to meet the woman Fate has chosen for him, and now that she's here, he can't believe his luck. Maggie is brilliant and gorgeous and
everything he could have dreamed of . . . except that she insists she's human. But Chaam knows that's impossible-a god could never love a human. And if he seduces one, their passion could
have the power to destroy mankind . . . Word count: 25,000. Includes the first chapter of Vampires Need Not...Apply? the follow-up to Sun God Seeks...Surrogate? The Accidentally Yours
Series BOOK 1: Accidentally in Love with...a God? BOOK 2: Accidentally Married to...a Vampire? BOOK 3: Sun God Seeks...Surrogate? BOOK 3.5: Accidentally...Evil? (a Novella) BOOK 4:
Vampires Need Not...Apply? BOOK 4.5: Accidentally...Cimil? (a Novella) (Coming January 2014) BOOK 5: Accidentally...Over? (Coming in August 2014)
WANTED: -Single mom seeks billionaire's pocketbook to fund dying son's research cure. Will seduce if necessary. Blackmail is not out of the question. Miracles welcome. -Cynical billionaire
seeks working mom with a heart of gold for PR campaign to improve his standing in the community. Must be willing to attend social events. Anyone looking for love need not apply. It seemed
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like the perfect match… until the unthinkable happened.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:'Accidentally yours' brings together two people who meet in an accident, who had no reason to have met otherwise. Put together in an always uncomfortable set up
of a police station, they seem to find solace in each other's company. While the story unfolds itself from here, it leaves us wondering if all accidents are unfortunate.'Random Acts Of Romance'
is a series of subtle love stories presented to the readers in the form of novellas. 'Accidentally yours' is the second story in this series.ABOUT THE AUTHOR:Santosh is a spreadsheetoholic,
who makes a living by making sense out of numbers and at the same time, loves to live in a world of words. He's been in Bangalore all his life, and has seen the different shades of the city varying from pensioners' paradise to the Silicon Valley of India. This journey has helped him draw his characters, who he is sure will continue to voice out more stories in times to
come.Santosh's FB author page is @Witerature.SantoshVishwanathNote to iPhone users:To quickly access the Kindle Store from your Apple device -1. Using your browser visit:
www.amazon.com/ebooks (or amazon.in/ebooks)2. Browse or search for 'Random Acts Of Romance', and then tap the "Buy now with 1-Click" button.3. Tap the "Go to Kindle for iPhone"
button to open the book in the Kindle reading app.
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